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I. Provenance

The Estate of Joseph Wortis, M.D. gave the personal papers of Joseph Wortis, M.D. which comprise the Joseph Wortis Collection, to the Oskar Diethelm Library in 1995.

Henry Havelock Wortis, M.D., Joseph Wortis' son and the Executor of the Estate, signed the Deed of Gift in 1996.
II. Biographical Sketch - Dr. Joseph Wortis (1906-1995)

Joseph Wortis was born in Brooklyn, New York on October 2, 1906, one of five children of a Russian watchmaker and a French Alsatian mother. He attended New York University, where he majored in English literature before switching to a pre-medical course, and graduated in 1927. Soon after graduation, Wortis travelled to Europe. Instead of returning to the United States to attend Yale University Medical School in the Fall, he spent the next five years studying medicine at the University of Vienna, Medical Faculty (1927-1932), and in Munich and Paris.

Upon returning to the United States, Wortis became a resident in Psychiatry at Bellevue Hospital, where he remained for less than a year. Havelock Ellis, the famous writer and sexologist whom he had met while on summer vacation in England in 1927, wrote asking if Wortis would accept a generous fellowship to return to Europe to study problems in the area of homosexuality. Wortis accepted. Mrs. A. Kingsley Porter funded the fellowship. Broad in its mandate, the fellowship allowed Wortis to first develop his skills and training in psychiatry, with the expectation that he would later turn his attention to sex research.

Ellis and Adolph Meyer, then Chief of Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins University, became joint sponsors of the fellowship, which Wortis received from 1933 to 1940. The fellowship took Wortis through his studies in England and Vienna, through his residencies at New York University Medical College (1934-1938) and his teaching assistantship in Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins Medical School

---

1 New York University course transcripts are located in Series 6: Other Biographical Materials. College papers and essays are located in Series 1: Writings - Personal.

2 Series 1: Correspondence - Individuals contains more than thirty letters between Ellis and Wortis. At Wortis's request, Ellis returned the letters Wortis had written him. Also in this series are letters from Ellis's secretary and companion, Francoise Delisle (sometimes known as Francoise Lafitte-Cyon or Madam Cyon), and Ellis's adopted son, Professor Francois Lafitte.

3 Letters between Wortis and Mrs. Porter are located in Series 1: Correspondence - Individuals. These files also contain reports Wortis composed for Mrs. Kingsley describing his scholarly progress under her sponsorship.

4 Correspondence from Dr. Adolph Meyer is located in Series 1: Correspondence - Individuals.
In 1934, Wortis married Helen Zunser, with whom he had been intermittently involved since his New York University days, and who was the daughter of a prominent Jewish literary family. \(^5\) That same year, Wortis began his fellowship by returning to Vienna to undergo didactic psychoanalysis under Dr. Sigmund Freud. \(^7\)

Freud analyzed Wortis over a period of four months (October 1933-January 1934), which Wortis later described in *Fragments of an Analysis with Freud*. \(^8\) During the same year in Vienna, Wortis met Dr. Manfred Sakel and observed his new insulin shock treatment for schizophrenia. Wortis introduced the insulin treatment when he returned to America in 1935. Later her translated Dr. Sakel's German monograph on the treatment and helped bring Dr. Sakel to America. \(^9\)

For several years thereafter, Wortis served as Research Fellow and later managed the treatment ward and research laboratory on brain metabolism at Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital, where he remained Clinical Professor of Psychiatry until 1953\(^{10}\). From 1941 to 1943, Wortis worked at Columbia University as a Research Associate in Physiology and as a Physiological Investigator at the Aviation Research Laboratory. During World War II, he served as Chief Psychiatrist (Lieutenant Commander) at the New York Port Office of the War Shipping Administration (United States Public Health Service) and as a neuropsychiatrist at Ellis Island Marine

---

\(^5\) In England Wortis was at Maudsley and Queens Square Hospitals, London, and in Vienna at Neurologic Institute under Otto Marburg.

\(^6\) The collection contains correspondence from the friends, family and lovers of Helen (Zunser) Wortis, from 1920 to 1950, located in Series 1: Helen (Zunser) Wortis Correspondence. Helen Zunser should not be confused with Joseph Wortis' sister Helen (Wortis) Robinson.

\(^7\) A series of very brief postcards written by Dr. Freud to Wortis, in both English and German, are located in Series 1: Correspondence - Individuals.

\(^8\) *Fragments of an Analysis with Freud* is available from the Curator of the Library for use in the Library.

\(^9\) For correspondence from Dr. Sakel, see See Series 1: Correspondence - Individuals.

\(^{10}\) See Series 5: Artifacts & Memorabilia - Clippings - Insulin Treatment, and Series 1: Wortis Correspondence, Dr. Sakel.
Hospital (1943-1945).

From the mid 1930s to the mid 1950s, Wortis became known for his physiological approaches to psychiatry. With a knowledge of six foreign languages, for many years he wrote an annual review of world literature describing physiological methods of treatment for the American Journal of Psychiatry. As a Socialist and Marxist, Wortis gave popular evening courses at the worker's Jefferson School in Manhattan (ca. 1942-1947) at the same time he lead a small group of psychiatrists in founding the Benjamin Rush Society. At the close of World War II, Wortis became active in the newly formed American-Soviet Medical Society. Stuart Mudd, the Society's president, induced Wortis to prepare a comprehensive volume on Soviet psychiatry. His Soviet Psychiatry (1950) was a digest of Soviet psychiatric literature because the political climate at that time did not allow for visits to the Soviet Union. From 1946 until 1952, Wortis served as Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry and Director of the Insulin Treatment Unit at New York University.

In 1953, at the height of the McCarthy era, Senator Jenner's Congressional investigative committee summoned Wortis. The committee was set up ostensibly to investigate "Subversive Influence in the Educational Process." Repeatedly asked if he was a member of the Communist Party, Wortis defied the committee by refusing to answer any questions. However, the political harassment Wortis received both preceding and following the hearings, in his view, made it impossible for him to achieve high academic rank or to attract support for his hospital work or research. During this time, Wortis entered the field of mental retardation. He worked at Brooklyn Jewish Hospital, where he served as Director of the Division of Pediatric Psychiatry from

---

11 Wortis's lectures at the Jefferson School were recorded on soundscriber disks (5 and 7 inches in diameter). The disks are in Series 8: Audio-Visual Materials. No other Jefferson School materials were located.

12 Correspondence between Wortis and Mudd is located in Series 1: Correspondence.

13 Available from the Curator of the Library for use in the Library.

14 The text of Wortis' testimony is located in Series 6: Other Biographical Materials.

1950 until 1967.  

After a change of political climate in the late 1950's, Wortis began again to receive financial support. In particular, a grant from the National Institute of Mental Health (1958-1964) for the translation of Russian psychiatric literature, allowed him to travel to the Soviet Union (ca. 1958-1959). During this period, Wortis rose to prominence in the field of mental health.

From 1960 until 1973, Wortis served as Professor of Psychiatry at SUNY Downstate Medical Center (Maimonides) and from 1973 through the 1980s, he served in a variety of research and teaching programs involving special education at SUNY Stony Brook. He also edited the Society of Biological Psychiatry's journal *Biological Psychiatry* from 1959 through 1992.  

Sources Consulted
Various biographical sketches and "Interview with Dr. Wortis and Dr. George Nicklin" for the Historical Archives of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis.  

16 While he was at the Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn, Dr. Wortis established the Solomon Clinic for the Rehabilitation of Mentally Retarded Children.

17 See Series 7: Professional Interests & Affiliations - Editorship, Society of Biological Psychiatry and Series 3: Writings - Editorials. See also the Society of Biological Psychiatry Collection in the Oskar Diethelm Library.

III. Scope and Content

Materials in the Joseph Wortis Collection date from 1920 to the year of his death in 1995, and comprise approximately 18 cubic feet.

The collection provides substantial documentation of Dr. Wortis's academic associations and activities; his writing and research; his theoretical contributions to the field of psychiatry; his relationships with notable scholars who influenced him; and his personal friendships, marriage, and hobbies and interests. To a lesser degree, records in the collection reflect his role as a teacher, lecturer, and practicing psychiatrist. There are few documents pertaining to his affiliations with the Communist party.19

The collection consists of taped interviews, manuscripts for books and articles, personal and professional correspondence, diaries, notebooks, photographs, newspaper clippings, transcripts and cassette tapes of interviews, and slides from lectures.

Materials of particular interest include:

- published scientific writings and notes covering his career (Series 3: Writings)
- letters describing his courtship and marriage to Helen Zunser and his relationship with Gerda Vorster (in German) (Series 1: Correspondence)
- research notes and materials leading to the publication of Fragments of an Analysis with Freud, Soviet Psychiatry and Tricky Dick and His Pals (a children's book) (Series 3: Writings; Series 6: Other Biographical Materials - Reviews; Series 1: Correspondence)
- correspondence between Wortis and Havelock Ellis and between Wortis and Adolf Meyer (Series 1: Correspondence)
- correspondence and reports made by Wortis to Mrs. A. Kingsley Porter (fellowship provider, 1933-1940) (Series 1: Correspondence)
- editorials written for the Journal of Biological Psychiatry (Series 7: Professional Interests and Affiliations)
- writings composed while a student at New York University (1923-1927) (Series 3: Writings)

19 See Series 1: Correspondence - Topical - "Subversive Activities."
- drawings, sketches, essays, interviews and travel notes (Series 6: Other Biographical Materials)
- research notes and materials about Dr. Heinrich Hoffmann (Series 7: Professional Interests and Affiliations)
- treatment records from Brooklyn Jewish Hospital (late 1950s) (Series 2: Study, Treatment and Research Materials)
IV. Organization and Access

The collection has been arranged in eight series which have been further organized into subseries. Within series, the files are arranged alphabetically, chronologically, or by type of document. Whenever possible the file organization created by Dr. Wortis was preserved. This is true for Series 1: Subseries 4 (Administrative Correspondence) and Series 7: Subseries 3 (Editorship, Society of Biological Psychiatry).

The arrangement is summarized below:

Series 1: Correspondence

Subseries 1: To Helen Zunser (Wortis)  
2: Helen Zunser (Wortis) and Joseph Wortis  
3: Individual  
4: Topical  
5: Administrative

Series 2: Study, Treatment and Research Materials

Series 3: Writings

Subseries 1: Professional  
2: Personal

Series 4: Teaching Materials and Lectures

Series 5: Artifacts and Memorabilia

Series 6: Other Biographical Materials

Series 7: Professional Interests and Affiliations

Subseries 1: Professional Societies, Hospitals, Interests  
2: Conferences  
3: Editorship, Society of Biological Psychiatry (administrative records)  
4: Research Materials on Dr. Heinrich Hoffmann

Series 8: Audio-Visual Materials

The majority of records in this collection have been housed in document sized boxes in acid-free folders.

Series descriptions (in Section V of this document) provide detailed information about the content, time frame, organization
and size of each series.

A box and folder listing (in Section VI) provides folder titles and locations for items throughout the collection.

An index to correspondents who are significantly represented in the collection is provided in Section VII.

The collection is open for research upon application to the Curator of the Library.
V. Series Descriptions

Series 1: Correspondence\textsuperscript{20}

Subseries 1: To Helen Zunser Wortis
Dates: 1921-1950
Boxes: 3

Folders are arranged chronologically. Mostly personal correspondence with family and friends.

Subseries 2: Helen Zunser Wortis and Joseph Wortis
Dates: 1923-1972
Boxes: 2

Arranged chronologically. Personal correspondence.

Subseries 3: Individual
Dates: 1923-1994
Boxes: 6

Arranged alphabetically. Includes personal and professional correspondence.

Subseries 4: Topical
Dates: 1933-1994
Boxes: 2

Arranged alphabetically. Each file contains correspondence related to a particular event or topic, organized as such by Wortis. For instance a "Havelock Ellis' 80th Birthday Party" file contains correspondence relating to the planning of that event. Other such topics include "Homosexuality" and "Bellevue Hospital."

Subseries 5: Administrative
Dates: 1955-1994
Boxes: 2

Arranged alphabetically. These files have been maintained in the order they were received. This subseries consists of professional/business letters including requests for reprints of Wortis' articles, thank you letters, recommendations, invitation letters, confirmation letters, and inquiries.

\textsuperscript{20} See Section VII in this document for an alphabetical listing of correspondents.
Series 2: Study, Treatment and Research Materials

Dates: 1931-1974
Boxes: 6

Folders in this series are arranged by type or topic of document in loose chronological order.

The first 3 1/4 boxes contain patient information regarding individuals undergoing insulin shock therapy, Metrazol treatment, electroshock therapy, etc., including case records for Wortis' work on homosexuality, schizophrenia, and the psychological conditions of seamen at the Ellis Island Marine Hospital (1943-1945). Included with these records are notebooks, charts and other data.

The next 2 3/4 boxes contain miscellaneous notebooks and research notebooks from Vienna (1928-1934) covering such medical topics as cardiac psychosis. There are also notes and data on alcoholism and brain metabolism research. When possible, materials covering common areas of study were placed together. (See Oversize Box for graphs showing metabolic brain research on rats).

Series 3: Writings

Subseries 1: Professional
Dates: 1930's-1995
Boxes: 10

This subseries contains several Wortis bibliographies and his manuscripts, notes, printed/published works, and miscellaneous.

Manuscripts are organized alphabetically. When there is a series of manuscripts about a specific individual, the folders are placed together under the last name of the individual. For instance, all papers with Havelock Ellis in their titles are placed under "Ellis." Housed with the manuscripts are often corresponding notes, letters,21 or other materials. If it is evident that a folder of notes (not in manuscript form) relates specifically to a manuscript (completed or in progress), the notes are housed with the manuscript.

The next two boxes contain notes arranged by topic and notes difficult to identify. These files include Wortis' notes describing his meetings with Havelock Ellis and Sigmund Freud, notes on mental retardation, and typed notes from his trip to Russia, 1959-1960.

Printed writings, those which have been professionally printed or published, are located in the next three boxes. These

21 When there is a lot of related correspondence, the letters are removed into Series 1 and cross-referenced.
Series 3: Writings (cont’d.)

Works are arranged chronologically and also include editorials written for the *Journal of Biological Psychiatry*. Printed writings are followed by miscellaneous writings organized by document type, and consist of Wortis' letters to the editor, a folder of book reviews by Wortis, his translations of Dr. Manfred Sakel's monograph on insulin treatment, and various professional writings by Henry Wortis and Helen Zunser Wortis.

Subseries 2: Personal
Dates: 1920-1994
Boxes: 4

Arranged by type of material and includes travel notes, writings, sketches, etc. Also included is an early incomplete draft of Wortis' unfinished autobiography *Confessions of a Psychiatrist* (1986) and letters he had transcribed (between Helen Zunser and himself, 1925-1928) with added notes by himself, personal diaries from 1927-1934, and college essays and papers from his undergraduate career at New York University (1923-1927).

Series 4: Teaching Materials and Lectures

Dates: 1942-1975
Boxes: 1

Arranged chronologically. This series includes miscellaneous class materials, student papers/essays and lecture notes from his teachings at the School for Democracy (13 Astor Pl. NYC, 1942-1943). Also included are notes from lectures to hospital staff, miscellaneous writings which Wortis titled "Lectures," course descriptions from classes he taught at SUNY Stonybrook (1975), and syllabi from courses he taught for SUNY's Outreach Education Program.

Series 5: Artifacts and Memorabilia

Dates: 1932-1992
Boxes: 2

Arrangement is generally alphabetical by type of document. This series includes biographical and related materials on individuals such as A. Kingsley Porter, Havelock Ellis, Ezra Pound and the Wortis and Zunser families, followed by news clippings pertaining to individuals (e.g. David Arkin, Henry Cowell, Ezra Pound, etc.) or subjects (e.g. mental retardation, insulin treatment, etc.). Files containing certificates, awards, identification cards, passports, plaques, and meeting/concert programs, etc. are
Series 5: Artifacts and Memorabilia (cont'd.)

organized chronologically, followed by miscellaneous postcards and photographs.
Shock therapy paraphernalia and two journals kept by Henry Sigerist, have been placed in boxes for oversize materials.

Series 6: Other Biographical Materials

Dates: 1939-1994
Boxes: 2

Arranged primarily by document type. This series includes transcripts of interviews with Wortis, biographical sketches, personal financial and legal documents, personal health information, drawings by, and photographs of Wortis. In addition there are reviews of Wortis' books, and his testimony at the Federal Government hearings titled "Subversive Influence in the Educational Process" (1953).

Series 7: Professional Interests and Affiliations

Subseries 1: Professional Societies, Hospitals, Interests
Dates: 1950-1989
Boxes: 1 1/4

Arrangement is loosely chronological. This subseries includes information documenting Wortis' involvement with the Pavlovian Society and administrative materials from his affiliations with various hospitals. A few folders document his professional interests in topics such as mental health and "Soviet Dissidents."

Subseries 2: Conferences
Dates: 1936-1992
Boxes: 1 1/4

Arranged chronologically. These folders include materials from international conferences, meetings, symposiums, etc. They may contain event programs or other miscellaneous materials, or correspondence. This subseries also contains itineraries and correspondence regarding trips Wortis took to Ireland (1992), France (1991), Moscow (1984), etc. possibly for business related

22 When possible, the transcripts are cross-referenced with the corresponding cassette tape in series 8.
Series 7: Professional Interests and Affiliations (cont'd.)

Subseries 3: Editorship, Society of Biological Psychiatry

Dates: 1950-1994
Boxes: 1

Wortis' original organization has been preserved. This subseries contains Wortis' administrative records reflecting his involvement with the Society and his role as editor of the *Journal of Biological Psychiatry*. The files include general correspondence, history, job applications, etc.24

Subseries 4: Research Materials on Dr. Heinrich Hoffmann

Dates: N/A
Boxes: 1

Eight folders containing personal and professional information about Dr. Heinrich Hoffmann25 compiled by Wortis possibly for research for his children's book *Tricky Dick*.

Series 8: Audio-Visual Materials

Dates: 1942-1994
Boxes: 5 (+ four reel to reel cases)

This series is arranged by type of material and consists of professional photographs of mentally disabled children in workshop/hospital settings possibly taken during the 1950's, various 35 mm slides including one set from a lecture given in 1978, various plastic and glass lantern slides, reel-to-reel tapes from the late 1960's (housed flat in the Oversize Box), cassette tapes of interviews and other recordings (1977-1994),

---

23 Any written speeches by Wortis from a conference are located in Series 3: Writings, Subseries 1 and cross-referenced on the folder.

24 For Wortis' written editorials, see Series 3, Subseries 1.
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Series 8: Audio-Visual Materials (cont'd.)

and discs (c.1942-1955) created for use on a "Soundscriber" player machine,\(^{26}\) containing recorded lectures and talks given by Wortis at the Jefferson School, radio broadcasts, etc.

\(^{26}\)As of October 1996, the soundscriber machine functions but requires a new needle.
VI. Box and Folder Listing

Box 1
Series 1 - Correspondence
Subseries 1: To Helen Zunser (Wortis)

Helen Zunser and family 1921-1924
Helen Zunser (includes photographs of Africans) 1925
Helen Zunser 1926
Helen Zunser 1926
Helen Zunser 1926
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1926
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1926

Box 2
Series 1
Subseries 1 (Cont'd.)

Helen Zunser (fragile) 1928
Helen Zunser 1928
Helen Zunser 1928
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1928
Helen Zunser 1929
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1930
Helen Zunser 1930
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1930
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1930

Box 3
Series 1
Subseries 1 (Cont'd.)

Helen Zunser 1931
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1932
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1933
Helen Zunser (fragile) 1933
Letters to Helen Zunser Wortis (fragile) 1934
Letters to Helen Zunser Wortis 1934-1935
Letters to Helen Zunser Wortis 1936-1938
Letters to Helen Zunser Wortis 1939-1950

Box 4
Series 1 (Cont'd.)
Subseries 2: Helen Zunser (Wortis) and Joseph Wortis

Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1923-1924
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis (fragile) 1925
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1925
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1926
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1927
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1927
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1927

Box 5
Series 1
Subseries 2 (Cont'd.)

Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1927
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1928-1929
Helen Wortis - "Letters Never Sent" Diary 1930
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1929-1931
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1932-1933
Helen Zunser and Joseph Wortis 1934-1937
Helen Wortis and Joseph Wortis 1938
Helen Wortis and Joseph Wortis 1939-1945
Helen Wortis and Joseph Wortis 1950-1958
Helen Wortis and Joseph Wortis 1960-1969
Helen Wortis and Joseph Wortis 1972

Box 6
Series 1 (Cont'd.)
Subseries 3: Individual

A's
Anston, George (includes photograph of George Anston) 1947
Arkins (printed photo of Alan Arkins)
Astrup, Dr. Christian 1952-1983
B's
Bailey, Percival 1957-1965
Bailey, Percival - photograph no date
Ballantyne, Ella (includes photograph of Ella Ballantyne) 1932-1934
Ballantyne (Tait), Hersey, Mary 1932
Ballantyne (Tait), Hersey, Mary 1933-1939
Bartlett, Francis 1941-1943
Beckman, Helmut
Berkowitz, Tamara (fragile) 1925-1933
Bermann, Drs. Gregorio and Sylvia 1960-1974
(See also Series 3 - Writings: "The Relation Between Low Socio-Economic Status...")
Brome, Vincent 1952-1971
C's
Campbell, Alan 1932
Cenedella, Francis 1930-1933
Cenedella, Francis 1934-1980
Choi, Soon Mo (includes photographs)
Citkowitz, Israel circa 1927-1928
Box 7

Series 1
Subseries 3 (Cont'd.)

De Prospo, Chris
Deutsch, Albert
Drillien, Cecil
Dufresne, Todd 1994
(See also Series 6 - Biographical, transcript of interview)
Dussik, Karl (in German)

E's
Ellis, Havelock (drafts - possibly not sent)
Ellis, Havelock (to Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (to Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (from Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (from Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (from Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (from Ellis)
(Includes a book review edited by Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (from Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (from Ellis)
Ellis, Havelock (from Ellis)
(Includes photographs of Ellis and Mme. Cyon)

F's
Felix, Robert H.
Fink, Sadie
Box 8

Series 1
Subseries 3 (Cont'd.)

Fleischacher, W. Wolfgang 1989-1990
Forstner, Traudl
Freud, Dr. Sigmund 1932-1935
Freudenberg, Rudi (includes negatives of Freudenberg) 1937-1939
Freundlich, David 1977-1983
Furst, Dr. Joseph (The Jefferson School) circa 1945-1949

G's

Gantt, W. Horsley 1946-1958
(See also Series 7 - Pavlovian Society)
"Interview with W. Horsley Gantt - Interview by Joseph Wortis" 11/15/79 1979
(See also Series 8 - Audio Visual - "Interview with Horsley Gantt") 11/15/79
Gjessing, Rolv 1942

Goodrich, Henrietta (Durham) 1938-1943
Grasmo, Kari (includes photo of Kari Grasmo) 1978-1981
Grosskurth, Pat (Phyllis) 1977-1984
Gurfein, Murray 1925-1934

H's

Haeussermann, Else (includes photographs) 1953-1978
(Includes also Helene Pfisterer)
(See also Series 8 - Audio-Visual - "Reel to Reels and Note by Else Haeussermann" and Series 2 - Study, Treatment and Research Materials - "Haeussermann" Flashcards...)

Himwich, Harold and Williamina 1937-1940
Himwich, Harold and Williamina (includes printed photo of H. Himwich) 1941-1983 and undated
Himwich, Alec (and others)
Box 9
Series 1
Subseries 3 (Cont'd.)

Jus, Andrzei and Karolina 1963-1976
K's
"K", Mildred 1923-1925
Kimmelman, Sadye 1956
Kirman, Dr. Brian and Tanya 1979-1984
Kluver, Heinrich 1967-1977
Kulka, Ernest (in German) 1931, 1990

For Peter Kulka, (see Series 5 - Artifacts and Memorabilia Kulka, Peter)

"L"
(includes photographs of psychiatric patient)

Lafitte, Professor Francois 1934-1994
Lawson, Jane 1945-1950
Lebensohn, Zigmond 1937-1990
Lilienfeld, Alfred 1930-1932
Long, Vincent (Delisle Limited Publishers) 1962-1964
Luria, A. R. 1960's
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - "Society of Biological Psychiatry, Miscellaneous")

M's
Meyer, Dr. Adolf 1934-1935
Meyer, Dr. and Mrs. Adolf 1936-1945
Meyer, Dr. Adolf (fragile)
Meyer, Dr. Adolf - photograph 1937
Mudd, Stuart (and Emily) 1947-1950
Muller, Marrissja (in German) 1931-1932

N's
Nagourney, Anne 1924-1925
Nayak, Dr. Usha 1978-1983
Nicolov, N. A. 1972-1973

Box 10
Series 1
Subseries 3 (Cont'd.)

Norry, Dr. Jose Torres 1962-1963

O's

P's
Partridge, Maurice 1958-
Pauling, Linus 1956-1963
Pilkington, T. L. 1969-1971
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1937-1945
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1934

Financial statements and reports submitted to Mrs. A. Kingsley Porter 1934-1939

Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1935
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1936
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1937  
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1938  
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1939  
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1940  
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1941  
Porter, Mrs. A. Kingsley 1942-1950  
Q's  
R's  
Richardson, Hilary 1993-1994  
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: "Ireland '92")  
Richt, Adrian (Jacinto) 1925-1927  
Robinson, Earl (husband of Helen Robinson, nee Wortis)  
S's  
Sacklers (Arthur and Mortimer) 1950-1952  
Sakel, Dr. Manfred 1935-1957  
Sanger, Margaret 1934-1936  
(See also "Ellis' 80th Birthday")  
Seigmeister, (Elie, Hannah, Walter) 1927-1944  
Beerom, Liona Sigerist 1976  
(See also Series 5 - Artifacts and Memorabilia: "Handwritten Books of Henry Sigerist" OVERSIZE)  
Simonov, Dr. Pavel 1966-1984  
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - Editorship: Society of Biological Psychiatry, Miscellaneous)  
Somerville, John 1952, 1956  
Spender, Stephen 1931-1932  
T's  
Tarnay, Berta 1931-1933  

Box 11  
Series 1  

23
Subseries 3 (Cont'd.)

Tizard, Drs. Barbara and Jack 1984
U's
V's
Valenstein, Elliott 1983
Viglierizoni, Elda (in German) 1932-1933
Vorster, Gerta (in German) 1930
Vorster, Gerta (in German) 1931
Vorster, Gerta (in German) 1932-1933
Vorster, Gerta (in German) 1935-1936 plus undated
W's
Widemann, Ulrich 1994
Wilson, Gilbert (including photos) 1937-1962
Winters, Eunice 1954-1955
Wolff, Werner 1951-1954
Wortis, Ethel 1980
Wortis, Harold and Selena 1931-1957
Wortis, Samuel and Wortis, Harry
X's
Y's
Z's
Miscellaneous and Unidentified

Box 12
Series 1 (Cont'd.)
Subseries 4: Topical

American Psychiatric Association 1953-1975
"Bellevue Hospital" 1933-1952
California Labor School 1950
(See also Series 5 - Artifacts and Memorabilia - "Psychoanalysis - News Clippings")

Coast Guard/Merchant Marines/U. S. Public Health Service 1936-1946

Cowell, Henry 1938-1941
(See also Series 5 - Artifacts and Memorabilia - Cowell)

Cowell, Henry 1942-1994

Havelock Ellis' 80th Birthday 1939

"Simon and Schuster" 1955-1966
(Fragments of an Analysis with Freud)

Fragments of an Analysis with Freud 1954-1955

Fragments of an Analysis with Freud 1963-1976

Fragments of an Analysis with Freud 1977-1994

Freud, Dr. Sigmund

Box 12
Series 1
Subseries 4 (Cont'd.)

Homosexuality (includes letter to Havelock Ellis) 1934-1936

Mental Retardation (Children) 1967-1975

Box 13
Series 1
Subseries 4 (Cont'd.)

Quadrangle Books 1970-1973

Sakel, Dr. Manfred (fragile) in German 1935-1937, 1977

"South Carolina Conference on Handicapped Children" 1958
(Dr. Wortis did not attend.)

Soviet Dissidents 1977-1980
(See also Series 7 - Other Professional Interests - "Soviet Dissidents" and Series 3 - Writings - "Soviet Dissidents")

Soviet Psychiatry 1947-1949, plus undated

Soviet Psychiatry 1950-1988
"Subversive Activities" 1952-1955

"Harvard-Russian Research Center" (correspondence leading up to Soviet psychiatry) 1948-1950

Soviet Union-Greeting Cards "Suny-Stonybrook" (See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - "Suny-Stonybrook") 1971-1980


Wortis Articles published 1945-1948

Joseph Wortis' 75th Birthday Party

Box 14
Series 1 (Cont'd.)
Subseries 5: Administrative

A to C 1964-1993

D to E 1967-1977

F to H 1955-1989

I to J 1962-1976

K 1969-1975

L 1969-1977

"Library Printouts" 1975

M to N 1967-1976

"New York City: Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services" 1971-1975

O to R 1963-1994


Requests for reprints of articles 1991-1994

Box 15
Series 1
Subseries 5 (Cont'd.)

S (including Suny-Stonybrook) 1968-1988

"Shelter Island" (includes Suny-Stonybrook) 1974-1975
"Sociedad Mexicana de Psiquiatria Biologica" 1971-1976
(See also Series 3 - Writings - "Some Comments on the Biology of Intelligence" and Series 7 - Professional Interests: "First National Congress of Biological Psychiatry")

"Special Education Committee" (Suny-Stonybrook) 1975-1976

"Suffolk Community Council" 1974-1976

T to U 1967-1981

V to Z 1967-1978

Box 16 - Restricted
Series 2 - Study, Treatment, and Research Materials

*Notes, charts, patient records 1930's?

*Medical/clinical notes on patients (references to books) 1933

*Patient records (various) circa late 1930's, early 1940's

*Notebooks - experiments, data, patient information 1935-1938

*Insulin shock therapy patient records (A-H) 1937-1942

*Insulin shock therapy patient records (J-R) 1937-1942

*Insulin shock therapy patient records (S-Z) 1937-1942

**"Metrazol" (patient records A-F) 1937-1942

Box 17 - Restricted
Series 2 (Cont'd.)

**"Metrazol" (patient records E-P) 1937-1939

**"Metrazol" (patient records R-Y) 1937-1939

**"Electroshock" (patient records) 1937-1942

*Notebooks - experiments, data ("insulin treatment") 1937

*Homosexuality - Case histories, notes, etc. (fragile) 1938-1940's (See also Series 1 - Topical Correspondence - Homosexuality)

*Notebook - data 1942

*Notes, graphs, patient data (relating to schizophrenia) c. 1942 (See Series 3 - Writings - "Some Observations on the Pathophysiology of Schizophrenia")
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*Notebooks - experiments, data

*Patient profiles and other notes on seamen at Ellis Island Marine Hospital

(See also Series 3 - Writings - "Writings and Notes: Ellis Island Marine Hospital")

*Notes on hermaphroditism, etc., with information on "patient"

Box 18

Restricted

Series 2 (Cont'd.)

*Patient records (medical tests)

*Jewish Hospital - Brooklyn (including research proposal, case records, notes, etc. on Mongolism)

(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: Jewish Hospital)

*Patient records (medical tests)

*Patient records (medical tests)

*Patient records (medical tests)

*Patient records (medical tests)

*Patient records

*Notebooks - experiments "patient information"

*Notebooks - experiments, data

*Notes, graphs, patient data (relating to phenylketonuria)

"Our Work on Phenylketonuria"

*Patient records and notes

*Case histories

*Case studies

Box 19

Some folders Restricted - *

Series 2 (Cont'd.)

*"Insulin shock" - Notes, correspondence, data, patient records, reports, etc.

(See also Series 3 - Writings - "Insulin Shock")

"Insulin Shock" (Remarks and report on insulin shock)

1930's-1940's

(See also Series 2 - Research Materials: "Insulin Shock")

1937-1938
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"Insulin tolerance tests" (patient records) 1942
"Insulin Rx photos" - notes and "Casebook - Vienna" 1928-1931
Medical notes 1931
Medical notes 1931
Medical notes 1932-1933
Medical notes - "cardiac psychosis" 1933
"Notes on psychoanalysis" - Vienna 1934
"Neurological Seminar" - Vienna (notes) 1934
"Paper on anterior roots in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis" 1934
Notebook (London) 1934
Medical notes (anatomy) 1934
Notes on homosexuality (notes for paper?) 1936-1937
"Old Work on Schizophrenics" (notes, graphs, etc.) circa 1940
(See also Series 3 - Writings - "Schizophrenic Brain Metabolism in the Course of Insulin Shock Treatment" and "Some Observations on the Pathophysiology of Schizophrenia")

Box 20
Series 2 (Cont'd.)

"Jewish Psychology" 1940's 1940
"Electroshock Instructions" (includes photo of patient) c. 1940
Notes/data 1941-1942
Notebooks - data, notes ("Experimental Production of Phenylketonuria in Monkeys"/notes) (fragile) 1941-1942, c. 1959
Medical notes (specifically, "Schizophrenia") 1934-1947
Notes, graphs, etc. 1954-1959
Notebooks-data 1958-1960
Grant application: "Biological Aspects of Retarded Mental Development" 1963
"Haeusserman" (flash cards for testing children) 1964
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - Haeusserman)
Charts - heart measurements of mentally impaired
"Physiognomy - Bibliography"

**Box 21**
Series 2 (Cont'd.)

Notes of rat experiments 1942-1943
Notebooks - data (rat experiments) 1957-1958
Notebooks - data (rat experiments - "Brain Research") 1958-1959
Rat Brain Graphs (in BOX 52, OVERSIZE) c. 1941
Alcoholism Research ("Pyrahexyl")
Alcoholism (and Brain Metabolism) Research
Brain Metabolism and Altitude Research 1942-1944
Notes
Notebook
Statistics

**Box 22**
Series 3 - Writings
Subseries 1: Professional (manuscripts)

Bibliography of Publications 1939-1950's
Bibliography of Publications 1967
Publications 1973-1975
Bibliography of Publications 1981
Bibliography of Publications 1993
"The Care of Acute Psychoses"
"Childhood and Adult Behavior Disorder"
"Childhood and Adult Schizophrenia: Some Clinical and Experimental Comparisons" undated

"Comments on the ICD Classification of Mental Retardation" (World Health Organization 5th Seminar on the Psychiatric Diagnosis Classification) 1969

"Conditioning Aspects of Mental Hygiene - First World Congress of Biological Psychiatry" 1974

"Confessions of a Director" or "How to Get Along With the Boss"

"Differential Diagnosis in Mental Retardation" 1957
Discussion of paper on hypoglycemic insulin treatment 1937
(Discussion of presented papers) 1952

"Discussion of the Pharmacological Shock Papers" 1941

"Early Detection of Cerebral Defect"

"A Picture of Havelock Ellis"

"A Sketch of Havelock Ellis" circa 1940

Writings and notes: Ellis Island Marine Hospital 1943-1945
(See also Series 2 - Research Materials - *Patient profiles and notes of seamen at Ellis Island Marine Hospital

"Experiences at Bellevue with the Hypoglycemic Treatment of the Psychoses"

"Experiences with the New Shock Procedures at Phipps Psychiatric Clinic," John Hopkins Hospital late 1930's

"Five Years' Experience in the Special Clinic for the Rehabilitation of Retarded Children" 1950's

"(a note about) Fragments of an Analysis with Freud" 1955

Box 23
Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (manuscripts)

"Sigmund Freud." Some Recollections and Anticipations" 1965
See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: "Royal Medico Psychological Association's Annual Meeting"

"Freud, Horney, Fromm, and Others"  
Circa 1946

"Notes from a Freudian Analysis"  
1935

"The Future of Special Retardation Clinics"

"The Heterosexual Tradition"

"Heterosexuality and Homosexuality"  
1936

"The Private Life of Harold Himwich"

"History of Pregnancy and Delivery in Mothers of Children Seen in Out-Patient Psychiatric Clinics"

"The Hite Report"  
1977

"Homosexuality, the Family, and Socialism"  
1977

"How Many Retarded Children Are There?"

"How to Set Up a Retardation Clinic"

"Human Sex Behavior: An Overview" (Society of Biological Psychiatry)  
1972

"The Hypoglycemic Insulin Treatment of the Psychoses"  
1937

"Is Sex Really Necessary?"

Kyoto Conference Remarks  
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - "Kyoto Conference")  
1973

"Lost Pages"

"Materialism and the Physiological Basis of Psychiatry"

"The Medical Treatment of Mental Deficiency"  
1956

"Memorandum on Psychiatric Research Project"

"Mental Health Services in Grenada"  
1955

Box 24
Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (manuscripts)

"Mental Retardation"  
1972-1974

"Mental Retardation as a Public Health Problem"


"Motor Conditional Reflexes and Word Associations in Retarded Children"

"Motor Conditional Reflexes in Children: Relation to Mental Age" 1950's

"A New Kind of Medical Service for Seamen"

"A New Simple Test Paper for Mass Detection of Phenylketonuria"

"Notes from an Old Director"

"Nutrition, Eating, and Psychiatry" (Asociacion de Medecina Interna de Mexico) 1979

"Observations of a Psychiatric Intern" Adolph Meyer Papers, Series 1, John Hopkins University 1934

"Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder: History and Concept" Conference on Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, University of Washington 1992

"The Organization of Psychiatric Care in the Soviet Union" c. 1963

"Pavlov's Experimental Work in Psychoses" (lecture) 1953

"The Pharmacological Shock Treatment of the Psychoses"

"The Physiological Events During Insulin Shock Treatment"

"Physiological Events in Shock Treatment" 1941

"Physiological Psychiatry"

"Physiological Treatment"

"Promiscuity and Multiple Sex Relationships" 1977

"Prophylactic Programs for Children" (Sixth World Congress of Psychiatry) 1977

"Psychiatry in Society" circa 1970's

"Psychiatry in Industry"

"Psychiatry U.S.A."

"Psychiatry U.S.A.: Some Social and Economic Influences" (delivered at the Mental Health Institute) 1986

"Psychiatry: Where and Whether? Some Comments on the Socioeconomic Aspects of Psychiatry"

"The Psychological Factors in Allergic Diseases" 1956

"Psychological Lessons from the Study of Mental Deficiency"

"Psychological Problems of the Returning Veteran"

"Psychological Studies of Childhood Schizophrenia"

"Psychophysiological Studies"

"Psychophysiological Studies of Brain Damage in Children"

"Psychophysiological Studies of Neuroses, Adjustment Reactions, and Personality Disorders in Children" (presented at Pavlovian Society) 1966

"Preparing the Retarded Child" 1966

"Protective Inhibition in Infants with Suspected Brain Damage" 1967

"The Question of Relapses after Insulin Treatment" 1937

"Recent Developments in Soviet Psychiatry" 1950's

"The Relation Between Low Socioeconomic Status and Certain Psychiatry Disabilities in Childhood" (with Helen Wortis). 1960

(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: "Second Congreso Argentino de Psiquiatria" and Series 1 - Correspondence: Bermann, Drs. Gregorio and Sylvia)

"Remarks on Receiving the Gold Medal Award of the Society of Biological Psychiatry" 1983

"Remarks on the Present State of Psychiatric Practice" 1946

Box 25
Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (manuscripts)

"Retardation in the U.S.S.R." - Address given at Child Development Institute, Children's Hospital Society of Los Angeles 1961
"Role of the Community Clinic in Problems of Mental Retardation" 1967

"The Role of Education in Mental Retardation" 1973

"Russian Psychiatrists (Interview With)" Related to book Soviet Psychiatry 1950's

Moderator Notes for Symposium on "Sanity and Education"

"Schizophrenia" (Tracer iodine studies on thyroid activity and thyroid responsiveness in schizophrenia) circa 1939

"The Schizophrenia Concept" for presentation at the Clinico-Biologic Psychiatric Conference 1973

"Second Signalling System Functions in Children: Relation to Mental Age"

"SHEGS" Self-Help Groups 1977

"Sex and Procreation and Their Settings"

"Six Years' Experience in a Special Clinic for ... Retarded Children" 1957

"Social Class Determinance of Intellectual Development of Children"

"Social Class Influences on Intellectual Development" (includes notes and correspondence) 1967
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - "Montpellier Congress")

"Social Class, Intelligence and Mental Retardation" (World Psychiatric Association Symposium) 1978

"Some Comments on the Biology of Intelligence" 1971

"Some Observations on the Pathophysiology of Schizophrenia"

"Some Physiological Data on Shock Treatment" 1938

Soviet Psychiatry - preface to French edition

Notes, etc. for Soviet Psychiatry
(See also Series 1 - Topical Correspondence - Soviet Psychiatry, and Series 6 - Biographical - Reviews - Soviet Psychiatry)

Notes on Russian language for book, Soviet Psychiatry
"Soviet Research in Child Development: Studies in Higher Nervous Activity"

"Therapy Resistant Depressions: The Diagnostic Aspect" (Sixth World Congress of Psychiatry) 1977

Paper on Jack Tizard for AAMD 1984

"Towards a Socially Oriented Psychiatry"

Manuscript for Tricky Dick
(See also Series 1 - Topical Correspondence Tricky Dick and Series 6 - Biographical - reviews of Tricky Dick)

Box 26
Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (manuscripts)

Notes, etc., for Tricky Dick, children's book
(See Series 1 - Topical Correspondence Tricky Dick and Series 6 - Biographical Reviews of Tricky Dick)

Untitled 1937

Untitled (fragile) 1949

Untitled 1954

Untitled - Remarks 1957

Untitled 1960's and 1970's

"What Can Psychiatry Do in International Affairs?" 1951

"What is a Neurosis?"

"What's Wrong with Community Mental Health Centers?" 1968

"What Retarded Children Need"

Box 27
Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (notes)

Notes (for articles?) 1943-1945

Notes (for articles?)

[Unidentified]
Ellis article - notes

Notes for meetings with Havelock Ellis 1930's

Some research data and notes on meetings with Ellis circa 1934

Notes on Freud, Marxism, etc.

Notes ("Manuscripts, etc.") - (includes negatives of graphs and data)

Notes - mental retardation 1950's

Notes ("Psychiatric Notes") 1935-1949

Notes ("Psychiatric Notes") 1935-1949

Notes ("Psychiatric Notes") 1935-1949

Typed notes on trip to Russia (includes photo of Russian children) 1959-1960

Box 28

Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (notes)

Notebook from trip to Russia (plus reflections on trip to France, 1967) 1959, 1967

Notes ("Social Psychiatry")

Notes - untitled (fragile) 1930's

Notes - untitled 1940's-1950's

Notes - untitled 1960's

Notes - untitled undated

Box 29

Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (printed)

"On the Response of Schizophrenic Subjects to Hypoglycemic Insulin Shock" 1936

"Cases Illustrating the Treatment of Schizophrenia by Insulin Shock" - in Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 1937

"Common Acne and Insulin Hypoglycemia" 1937

"A Note on the Body Build of the Male Homosexual" 1937
"Cardiac Psychosis and the Symptom of Anxiety" 1937
"Insulin Shock Treatment in the Psychoses" 1937
"Sakel's Hypoglycemic Insulin Treatment of Psychoses: History and Present Status" 1937
"Experiences at Bellevue with the Hypoglycemic Treatment of the Psychoses" (1937?)
"Further Experiences at Bellevue Hospital with the Hypoglycemic Insulin Treatment of Schizophrenia" 1937
"Early Experiences with Sakel's Hypoglycemic Insulin Treatment of the Psychoses in America" 1937
"Brain Metabolism During the Hypoglycemic Treatment of Schizophrenia" 1937
"Sex Taboos, Sex Offenders and the Law" 1939
"Biochemical Changes Occurring in the Cerebral Blood During the Insulin Treatment of Schizophrenia" 1939
"The Management of Shock Treatment of Psychoses" 1939
"Some Physiological Aspects of Shock Treatment" 1939
"Metabolism of the Brain During Insulin and Metrazol Treatments of Schizophrenia" 1939
"Havelock Ellis, 1859-1939" 1939
"Results to Date with the Pharmacological Shock Treatment of Schizophrenia" 1939
"The Sugar Tolerance of Alcoholic Patients" 1939
"Irreversible or Hypoglycemic Insulin Coma" 1939
"Fragments of a Freudian Analysis" 1940
"Method of Studying the Availability of Various Substrates for Human Brain Metabolism During Therapeutic Insulin Shock" 1940
"Intersexuality and Effeminacy in the Male Homosexual" 1940
"Human Brain Metabolism" 1940
"The Effect of Alcohol on Cerebral Metabolism" 1940
"Changes in Cerebral Blood Flow and Arteriovenous Oxygen Difference During Insulin Hypoglycemia" 1940

"Availability of Glucose for Human Brain Oxidations" 1940

"The Availability of Ethyl Alcohol for Human Brain Oxidations" 1940

"The Use of Insulin in the Treatment of Alcoholism" 1940

"The Effect of Alcohol on Brain Metabolism" 1940

"The Availability of Sodium Lactate for Brain Oxidations" 1940

"The Availability of Lactic Acid for Brain Oxidations" 1941

"The Availability of Sodium Pyruvate for Human Brain Oxidations" 1941

"Cerebral Blood Flow and Brain Metabolism During Insulin Hypoglycemia" 1941

"Alcoholism, Neurosyphilis, Shock Therapy and Geriatrics" 1941

"Physiological Treatment of the Psychoses" 1941

"The Effect of Serum on the Survival and Revival of Brain Oxidations" 1942

"Schizophrenic Brain Metabolism in the Course of Insulin Shock Treatment" 1942

(See also Series 2 - Research Materials - "Old Work on Schizophrenics")

"A Simple Method for Prolonging Therapeutic Insulin Coma" 1942

"The Treatment of Psychoses with Long, Protracted Insulin Coma" 1942

"Physiological Treatment of the Psychoses" 1942

"Military, Aviation, Administrative and Forensic Psychiatry" 1943

"Alcohol, Neurosyphilis, Physiological Therapy, Geriatrics" 1943

"Effective Serum on Survival Time of Brain Tissue and Revival of Cerebral Oxidation" 1944

"Freudianism and the Psychoanalytic Tradition" 1945
"Psychiatry in Wartime - Some Recent Developments" 1945
"How Progressive is Psychoanalysis?" [New masses] 1945
"Physiological Treatment of Psychoses" 1945
"Physiological Treatment of Psychoses" 1946
"Maintenance of Respiratory Activity in Stored Peripheral Nerve" 1946
"Antisemitism and Our Children" 1947
"Physiological Treatment" 1948
"Failures with Insulin Shock Therapy" 1948
"Physiological Treatment" 1948
"Physiological Approach: Discussion" circa 1949
"Psychiatry in the Soviet Union" in "Soviet Russia Today" 1949
"Physiological Treatment" 1949
"Physiological Treatment" 1950
"Physiological Treatment" 1951
"Psychiatric Problems of Minorities" 1952
"Physiological Treatment" 1952
"Some Recent Developments in Soviet Psychiatry" 1953
"Discussion of the Papers by Drs. Masserman, Welch, Mowrer, and Darrow" 1953
"Physiological Treatment" 1953
"Towards the Establishment of Special Clinics for Retarded Children" 1954
"Physiological Treatment" 1954
"Mental Retardation as a Public Health Problem" 1955
"A Note on the Concept of the Brain Injured Child" 1955
"Physiological Treatment" 1956

"The Evaluation and Treatment of the Mentally Retarded Child in Clinics" 1956
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - "New York Medical College/National Association for Retarded Children")

"Mentally Retarded Child" 1956

"A Note on the Concept of the Brain Injured Child" 1956

"Physiological Treatment" 1957

"Physiological Treatment" 1958

"Allergy and the Psyche" 1957 (1958)

"Training of Professional Personnel" 1958

"Schizophrenic Symptomatology in Mentally Retarded Children" 1958

Box 30

Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (printed)

"Sexual Deviation and the Plasticity of the Sex Pattern" 1959

"Physiological Treatment" 1959

"The History of Insulin Shock Treatment" 1959?

"Serum Toxicity in Various Psychiatric Disorders" 1959

"A New Simple Test Paper for Mass Detection of Phenylketonuria" 1959

"Havelock Ellis" - Presidential Address, Chapter 14 in Recent Advances in Biological Psychiatry 1959-1960

"Serum Toxicity in Phenylketonuria" 1960

"Mental Retardation in the Soviet Union" 1960

"Physiological Treatment" 1960

"Mental Retardation in the Soviet Union" 1960?

"Physiological Treatment" 1961

"Metabolic Abnormalities in Mongolism" 1961?

"A Visit to the Argentine" 1961
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;International Communication and Cooperation in the Field of Mental Retardation&quot;</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A Psychiatric Study Tour of the U.S.S.R.&quot;</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Metabolic Studies in Mongolism&quot;</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Triiodothyronine Uptake by Erythrocytes in Mongolism&quot;</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Pavlovianism and Clinical Psychiatry&quot;</td>
<td>1962?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Physiological Treatment&quot;</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A Thaw in Soviet Psychiatry&quot;</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Effects of Chlorpromazine on Brain Tissue Respiration&quot;</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Psychophysiological Factor Analysis in Retarded, Neurotic, and Psychotic Children&quot;</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Psychopharmacology and Physiological Treatment&quot;</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Alcoholism in the Soviet Union: Public Health and Social Aspects&quot;</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Organic Factors&quot;</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Psychiatric Work Therapy in the Soviet Union&quot;</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Psychopharmacology and Physiological Treatment&quot;</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Prevention of Mental Retardation&quot;</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - &quot;History of Human Intelligence&quot;)</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Psychopharmacology and Physiological Treatment&quot;</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Families with Two or More Mentally Retarded or Mentally Disturbed Siblings&quot;</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Function of Diagnostic Clinic is Changing&quot;</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Introduction: Biological Treatment of Mental Illness&quot;</td>
<td>1966?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Further Psychophysiological Studies of Retarded, Neurotic, Psychotic, and Normal Children&quot;</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Conditional Reflex Studies in Mental Retardation: A Review" 1967

"Mental Retardation" 1967

"Unreported Defect in the Siblings of Retarded Children" 1967

"Who Comes to Retardation Clinic? Implications for Social Planning" 1968

"Social Class Influences on Intellectual Development" 1968

"Conditioning Studies in Retardates" Circa 1968

"Introduction: What is Mental Retardation?" 1969

"Poverty and Retardation: By Social Factors" 1969
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - "History of Human Intelligence")

"Introduction: The History of Intelligence" circa 1970
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - "History of Human Intelligence")

"Prevention" circa 1970
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: "History of Human Intelligence")

"Comments on the ICD Classification of Mental Retardation" 1972

"Introduction: The Role of Education in Mental Retardation Work" 1972?

"Introduction: National Priorities and the Handicapped" 1973?

"Introduction: The Drift of Events" 1973?

"In Memoriam: Harold E. Himwich" 1975

"Introduction: The Role of Psychiatry and Mental Retardation Services" 1976?

"Therapy Resistant Depressions: The Diagnostic Aspect" 1977

"Introduction: How Special are Special Services" 1978?

"Introduction: Dyslexia, Learning Disability, Brain Damage, Organicity, and Other Nonentities" 1979?

"Introduction: Questionable Practices" 1980?
"Introduction: Quality of Life" 1980?
"Introduction: Remembering Jack Tizard (1919-1979)" 1983?
"Biological Psychiatry" 1984
"Envoi: Fragments of an Analysis with Freud" 1984
"Adolph Meyer: Some Recollections and Impressions" 1986
"In Memoriam: Williamina Elizabeth Armstrong Himwich, 1912-1993" 1994
"In Memoriam: Charles Shagass, 1920-1993" 1994

Box 31
Series 3
Subseries 1 - Cont'd. (printed & miscellaneous)

"Table of Contents of Editorials in Biological Psychiatry," - folder 1 of 4 1969-1995

"Editorials in Biological Psychiatry" - organized by date - folder 2 of 4 (Table of Contents is in folder 1) 1969-1981

"Editorials in Biological Psychiatry" - organized by date - folder 3 of 4 (Table of Contents is in folder 1) 1981-1985

"Editorials in Biological Psychiatry" - organized by date - folder 4 of 4 (Table of Contents is in folder 1) 1986-1995

"Editorial - Biological Psychiatry, Fifty Years of Error" (includes expenses) 1994

Letters to the editor (by Dr. Wortis) 1945-1984

Book and film reviews, drafts, notes by Dr. Wortis 1930's-1980's

"Soviet Dissidents" (notes, reviews, letters to the editor, articles, etc.) 1977-1980
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - "Soviet Dissidents" and Series 7 - Professional Interests - "Soviet Dissidents")

Book reviews by Dr. Wortis

Sakel, Dr. Manfred (includes translations by Wortis)

Sakel, Dr. Manfred, "The Methodical Use of Hypoglycemia in the Treatment of Psychoses" - translation by Dr. Wortis 1937

"Sakel's Pharmacological Shock Treatment for Schizophrenia" - J. P. Frostig, translated by Dr. Wortis 1938

44
Henry Wortis
Helen Zunser (Wortis) 1960's
Helen Zunser (Wortis)

Box 32
Series 3
Subseries 2: Personal

"Confessions of the Psychiatrist" - draft circa 1986
"Confessions of the Psychiatrist" - draft circa 1986
"Confessions of the Psychiatrist" - draft circa 1986

Disks
Zunser diary and letters - transcribed disks
"Helen and Joseph: Letters, notes, and some writings"
"Helen and Joseph: Letters, notes, and some writings"

Box 33
Series 3
Subseries 2 (Cont'd.)

"Understanding Helen and Joe" - draft (by Joseph Wortis regarding Helen's letters and their relationship) 1994
"Helen and Joseph: Letters, notes, and some writings"
"Helen and Joseph: Letters, notes, and some writings"
"Helen and Joseph: Letters, notes, and some writings"

Journal 1927-1932
Journal 1934
Journal 1934

Journal (in BOX 51, OVERSIZE) 1924-1933
"Agricultural Record" - garden notes 1972-1983

Box 34
Series 3
Subseries 2 (Cont'd.)

Travel notes, writings, and sketches 1920-1986
Notes, etc., from trip to Holland 1982
Notebook of miscellaneous thoughts 1930-1933
Quotations/notes circa 1934
"Miscellaneous Notes" (including medical) 1927-1936
Miscellaneous notes on psychiatry, etc. 1933-1946
Notes 1930's
Miscellaneous notes circa 1934
Miscellaneous notes 1960's
"Personal Thoughts" circa 1968-1980's
Stories and poems - manuscripts (fragile) circa 1922-1984
Essays - "Social Commentary"/manuscripts (fragile) 1930's-1990's
Notes and short essays (unpublished?) - various topics
Notes and short essays (unpublished?) - various topics

Series 3
Subseries 2 (Cont'd.)
College essays and papers, New York University 1923-1927
College essays and papers, NYU (fragile) 1923-1927

Box 36
Series 4 - Teaching Materials and Lectures
Lectures notes - School for Democracy, 13 Astor Place, New York City 1942-1943
Miscellaneous class materials - School for Democracy 1943
*Student writings/reports - School for Democracy 1943
Questions from students - School for Democracy 1943
The Jefferson School
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - Furst, Dr. Joseph) 1945-1949
Lectures 1946
"Psychiatry and the Social Order" - lecture 1946-1947
"Sleep and Sleep Disturbances in Children" - lecture 1952
"Lecture to Nurses" 1953
"Third Lecture to House Staff - Conditioned Reflexes and the Conditioning of Visceral Responses" 1953
"Lecture to House Staff on Classification of Psychiatric -- in Children" 1953
"Sex Development in the Child" - lecture 1954
Questions 1957
Lectures circa 1960's
Joint student unit seminars in mental retardation, Hunter College (agenda and questions) 1970
Outreach Education Program (Syllabi) 1974
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - Outreach Education Program)
"Sagamore Children's Center" 1974
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - Sagamore Children's Center)
Courses at Suny-Stonybrook 1975
Lecture notes

Box 37
Series 5 - Artifacts and Memorabilia

Kulka, Peter 1969
Lafitte, Francois 1969
Porter, Mr. A. Kingsley - published material circa 1934
Pound, Ezra - miscellaneous 1945-1946
Sakel, Dr. Manfred - biographical lit.
Shaw, George Bernard - miscellaneous
Sigerist, Henry - Handwritten Journals (in BOX 51, OVERSIZE) 1935
Wortis family
Zunser family
Alcoholism - news clippings
Arkin, David - news clippings
Bellevue Hospital - news clippings 1934
C.I.A. - news clippings 1977
Cowell, Henry - news clippings and programs
Drug Use on School Children - news clippings (Wortis is mentioned) 1973
Ellis, Havelock - news clippings
Incest - news clippings 1971
Insulin treatment - news clippings 1937
(See also scrapbook)
Notebook on press clippings on insulin 1930's-1960's
Mental retardation - news clippings 1950's
Miscellaneous news clippings
Psychoanalysis and psychology - news clippings
Reich, Wilhelm - news clippings 1946
Senate Investigating Committee - Dr. Wortis testifies - news clippings
Subversive activities - repercussions 1953-1958
Shelter Island - news clippings 1966
Sleep therapy - news clippings 1968
Soviet policy - news clippings 1949
Wortis, Henry H. - news clippings
Zunser, Florence - news clippings written by F. Zunser 1929
Passport (with photograph) student ID - University of Vienna, 9/30/28
Medical diploma 11/32
Doctoris Universae Medicinae Nomen et Honores 1932
Certificate, County Clerk of New York, for entry in the
Register of Physicians and Surgeons 9/18/33
Change of Address Card 1934?
Certificate from Johns Hopkins Hospital 1939
( in BOX 51, OVERSIZE )
Selective Service - Registration Certificate 10/16/41
Notice of Classification 4/31/45
Identification Card and photo - U.S. Coast Guard 1943
Certificate of Registry as Staff Officer, U.S. Coast Guard 1945
Merchant Seaman Certificate of Identification, U.S. Coast Guard 1945
War Service Certificate, U.S. Public Health Service 1946
Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science - Certificate declaring his election as a fellow 7/26/51
Active member - New York Academy of Sciences - Certificate declaring his election as an active member (includes correspondence) 3/27/52
Stock certificate - Neighborhood Films, Inc. 5/27/52
Fellow, New York Academy of Sciences - Certificate declaring his election as a fellow 12/1/55
Membership cards: New York Academy of Science, American Association on Mental Deficiency, Medical Society of the County and State of New York, and Author's Guild 1953-1958
Paper weight - Society of Biological Psychiatry 1958

Box 38
Series 5 (Cont'd.)
Fellow, American Association on Mental Deficiency - Certificate declaring his election as a fellow 5/1/58
Royal Society of Health - Letter declaring his membership 1/15/59
Second Congreso Argentino de Psiquiatria - Diploma 11/60
( See also Series 7 - Professional Interests - Second Congreso Argentino de Psiquiatria )
Certificate of Participation - Medical Assistance Program 7/10/67
Life Fellow, American Psychiatric Association (Certificate) 5/5/69

Fellow, American Orthopsychiatric Association - Certificate declaring him to be a life Fellow 1971

Honorary Fellow, World Federation of Societies of Biological Psychiatry 1/23/72

New York State Physician's License 1/1/71-12/31/72

New York State Physician's License 1/1/73-12/31/74

Certificate, Fifty Years of Service, American Psychiatric Association 1/1/89

Letters from colleagues compiled in a binder, in commemoration of Wortis' retirement from Editorship, Journal of Biological Psychiatry 1992

Post cards

"To Mr. Wortis With Love From Flash" - Miscellaneous photo of friend (?)

Soundscriver Machine c. 1940's
(in BOX 53 - OVERSIZE, 3-DIM.)

Shock Therapy Equipment (material band)
(in BOX 53 - OVERSIZE, 3-DIM.)

Electroshock Machine
(in BOX 54 - OVERSIZE, 3-DIM.)

Box 39

Series 6 - Other Biographical Materials

"Fascist Morale Versus United Nations Morale" - Radio interview with Dr. Wortis - WNYC 7/26/43

Interview with Dr. Wortis and Dr. George Nicklin for the historical archives of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis c. 1977
(See also Series 8 - Audio-Visual - taped interview)

"CBC Special Arts and Science - Havelock Ellis" - Interview with Dr. Wortis (includes correspondence) 1982
(See also Series 8 Audio-Visual - taped interview)

Untitled interview with Dr. Wortis regarding lobotomy case 1983

"An Interview with Joseph Wortis" - Interview by Todd Dufresne, York University, Toronto 2/26/94
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - Dufresne, Todd)

Joseph Wortis - Biographical sketches 1940's-1980's

"Introductory Remarks on Behalf of Dr. Joseph Wortis" (AAMD Annual Meeting) 1983

Chronology

Weight charts of Dr. Wortis (and other personal medical information) 1939-1994

"Family Group Sheets" - Wortis family geneological records

Joseph Wortis' wills and property documents

Map of Brooklyn Heights - Wortis' house, as indicated

"Gathering in Memory of Helen Zunser Wortis" 1906-1976

Wortis, Helen Zunser
Personal financial statements 1976-1979

Financial register - expenses 1959-1961

Wortis photographs

Photographs - Wortis with group (unidentified)

New York University - Miscellaneous 1923-1927

Drawings

Drawings

(Self-designed?) New Year's cards from Helen and Joe Wortis 1964-1965

"Psychological Tests" (completed by Wortis) 1943

Landmark Preservation Commission - Permit for 152 Hicks Street, Brooklyn 1985

Box 40

Series 6 (Cont'd.)

Basic Problems in Psychiatry - Review - Wortis, Editor 1954

Book reviews - Fragments of an Analysis with Freud, Psycho-Educational Evaluation of the Pre-School Child, by Wortis and Pope - Review 1973
Book reviews - Soviet Psychiatry (from disassembled scrapbook) 1950-1952
(See BOX 51, OVERSIZE for second half of scrapbook)

Reviews of Soviet Psychiatry 1950-1952

Reviews of Tricky Dick 1975

"Exploring the Unknown" - Radio production (?) regarding insulin treatment 1946

Subversive Influence in the Educational Process Testimony

Box 41
Series 7 - Professional Interests and Affiliations
Subseries 1: Professional Societies, Hospitals, Interests

The Pavlovian Society 1950's

The Pavlovian Society (includes correspondence) 1962-1976, 1988

Benjamin Rush Society 1978 (1950)
(See also Series 8 - Audio-Visual - "Copy of Interview with Ben Harris, 12/77")

"Jewish Hospital" - Mental retardation 1950-1967

"Jewish Hospital" - Mental retardation 1950-1967

"Coordinating Committee Technical Aspects of Psychiatry" ("Jewish Hospital") 1955

"Jewish Hospital" - Photographs 1955

"Maimonides" 1967-1973
(See also Series 3 - Writings - "Notes from an Old Director")

"State of New York Department of Mental Hygiene" (includes correspondence) 1967-1976

"Kings County State School" (Maimonides) 1972-1973

"Outreach Education Program," "Suffolk Developmental Center" (SUNY-Stonybrook and Suffolk County Community College) 1973-1976
(See also Series 4 - Teaching Materials - Outreach Education Program - Syllabi)
"Sagamore Children's Center" (SUNY-Stonybrook) 1974
(See also Series 4 - Teaching Materials - Sagamore Children's Center)

"Mental Health Task Force" (includes correspondence) 1974

Box 42
Series 7
Subseries 1 (Cont'd.)
Subseries 2: Conferences

"Stonybrook" - Mental retardation 1974-1989

"Self-Help" - In Mental Health (incl. correspondence) 1977-1978

"Soviet Dissidents" 1977-1980
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - "Soviet Dissidents" and Series 3 - Writings - "Soviet Dissidents")

New York Neurological Society 1936, 1937

"39th Annual Meeting of the American Psychopathological Association" 1949

"Princeton Conference" (working papers) 1953

"Problems of Minority Groups of a Psychiatric Nature" 1954

"National Association for Retarded Children" 1954

"Association for the Health of Retarded Children - 6th Annual Dinner" 1955

"New York Medical College/National Association for Retarded Children" 1956
(See also Series 3 - Writings - "The Evaluation and Treatment of the Mentally Retarded Child in Clinics")

"New York Allergy Society" 1957

"Second Congreso Argentino de Psiquiatria" 1960
(includes correspondence)
(See also Series 3 - Writings - "The Relation Between Low Socioeconomic Status and Certain Psychiatry Disabilities in Childhood," Series 1 - Correspondence - Bermann, Drs. Gregorio and Sylvia, and Series 5 - Artifacts and Memorabilia - "Second Congreso Argentino de Psiquiatria - Diploma")

"Royal Medico Psychological Association Annual Meeting" 1965
(includes correspondence)
(See also Series 3 - Writings: "Sigmund Freud. Some
Recollections and Anticipations")

"Montpellier Congress" 1967
/includes some correspondence/ 1967-1968
(See also Series 3 - Writings - "Social Class Influences on Intellectual Development")

"Seminar for Students of New York Area Graduate Schools Social Work - And New Professionals Working with the Retarded" 1968

"American Association on Mental Deficiency" 1969

"Orthopsychiatric Conference" 3/21-24/71
/includes correspondence/ 1968-1970

"American Academy on Mental Retardation" (Helen Wortis) 1970


"First National Congress of Biological Psychiatry" 6/24-26/71 (includes correspondence) 1971
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - Administrative: "Sociedad Mexicana de Psiquiatria Biologica," and also Series 3 - Writings: "Some Comments on the Biology of Intelligence")

"Kyoto Conference" 5/17-18/73
/brochures, etc. - includes some correspondence/ 1972-1973
(See also Series 3 - Writings: "Kyoto Conference Remarks")

"Psychiatry Service Grand Rounds" 1973

"The Biology of Schizophrenia"

Society of Biological Psychiatry 1973
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence: "Drs. Andrzej and Karolina Jus")

"Les Aspects Psychiatriques de la Deficience Mental" (includes correspondence) 1978

"Symposium on Prevention of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities" 1979

"China, '86" (includes correspondence) 1975-1986
"Third World Congress - Stockholm" 1981

"Paris '91, Moscow '84" (includes correspondence) 1991, 1984

"History of Human Intelligence (Indianapolis/'86)" 1986
(See also Series 3 - Writings - Printed: "Prevention of Mental Retardation," "Poverty and Retardation: Biosocial Factors," "Prevention," "Introduction: The History of Intelligence")

"Germany 1987" Speaking engagement - correspondence 1987

"Ireland '92" (includes correspondence) 1992
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - Richardson, Hilary)

"Society of Biological Psychiatry" 1956-1967

"Society of Biological Psychiatry History" 1950-1993

"Biological Psychiatry (Journal)" 1955-1991

"Society of Biological Psychiatry General Correspondence" (including bylaws, articles of incorporation, etc.) 1965-1994


Society of Biological Psychiatry

"Correspondence/In Limbo" 1987

Society of Biological Psychiatry

"Job Applicants" 1987-1991(?)

Box 44
Series 7
Subseries 3 (Cont'd.)
Subseries 4: Research Materials on Dr. Heinrich Hoffmann

Society of Biological Psychiatry - Miscellaneous 1983-1994

Society of Biological Psychiatry "Readership" 1990-1993


Society of Biological Psychiatry "Psychiatric Tidbits" (correspondence) 1994

"Hoffmann Book on Epilepsy"
"Hoffman Museum Publications"

"Hoffmann Biography" - (in German)

Information on Dr. Heinrich Hoffman

Information on Dr. Heinrich Hoffman (in German)

**Box 45**

Series 7
Subseries 4 (Cont'd.)

Information on Dr. Heinrich Hoffman (in German)

Information on Dr. Heinrich Hoffman

Information on Dr. Heinrich Hoffman

(Subseries 2)

Transcript and agenda for workshop on Haeussermann Developmental Evaluation, Teacher's College Columbia University March 8-9, 1968 (See also Series 8 - Audio-Visual - Haeussermann Reel to Reel Films)

**Box 46**

Series 8 - Audio-Visual Materials

Photographs - Mentally disabled children, location unknown

Photographs - Mentally disabled children, location unknown

Photographs - Mentally disabled children, location unknown

Photographs - Mentally disabled children, location unknown

Photographs - Mounted - of children (in BOX 51, OVERSIZE)

Slides - 35 mm.

Slides - 35 mm. - "Delhi Lecture January, 1978" 1978

**Box 47**

Series 8 - Cont'd. (cassette tapes)

"Interview with Joel Sachs" (of the Julliard School) Regarding Henry Cowell 7/12/94"
"1/10/94 - Miscellaneous Conversations with J.W. - Interview with Miss Danto Regarding Freud, etc. (abbreviated)"

"Dr. J. Wortis on Kingsley Porter 5/8/92"

"Interview with Grace Kitto for Madness, circa 1989?"

"April 10, '85 - Interview with Ms. Deborah Pritzker"

"North Shore Lecture - Fifty Years of Psychiatry: 1982"

"Interview with A. E. Bennett, Westin Hotel, Toronto 5/82"

"Interview with Dr. Joseph Wortis, New York, January 28, 1982 (Rolls 1 and 2) Interviewer: Vincent Tovell"
CBC Special Arts and Science/Havelock Ellis
(See transcript of interview in Series 6 - Biographical)

"Interview with Dr. Joseph Wortis, New York, January 28, 1982 (Rolls 3 and 4) Interviewer: Vincent Tovell"
CBC Special Arts and Science/Havelock Ellis
(See transcript of interview in Series 6 - Biographical)

"Interview with Horsley Gantt, 11/15/79"
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence: "Interview with W. Horsley Gantt, by Joseph Wortis" for transcript)

"Copy of interview with /BH - 12/77 (Ben Harris)"
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: Benjamin Rush Society)

"Copy of interview with /BH - 12/77 (Ben Harris)"
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: Benjamin Rush Society)

"Copy of interview with Ben Harris"
(See also Series 7 - Professional Interests: Benjamin Rush Society)

"Interview with George Nicklin for Archives of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis, Shelter Island, September 10, 1977" Tape 1 of 2
(See transcript of interview in Series 6 - Biographical)

"9/10/77 - Joseph Wortis and George Nicklin - Tape 2 of 2"
(See transcript of interview in Series 6 - Biographical)

"Psychiatry U.S.A., Some Social and Economic Influences Prepeared for Peking Talk"

"Earl (Snatch) - Brother-in-law. J. W. Snatch" (includes answering machine messages from Earl Robinson)

"Highlights from Current Issues of ACP Psychiatric Update"

Box 48
Series 8 - Cont'd. (Soundscriber disks)

This box contains soundscriber disks.

"3/24/49 (Blogerman)"

"Blogerman - '49"

"Blogerman - /21/49 22/49"

"Psychotherapy by Kannab - Volume 27"

"Child Psychiatry by --, Volume 27"

"Psychohygiene"

Blank soundscriber disks

"Gilyarovsky, Psychiatry '42"


"Jefferson School, 10/28/46, transcribed 2/9/47. 11/4/46, transcribed 2/9/47" 2


"Jefferson School, 11/4/46, transcribed 2/9/47. 10/28/46, transcribed 2/9/47" 4

"Jefferson School, 10/28/46, transcribed 2/9/47. 11/4/46, transcribed 2/9/47" 5


"Jefferson School, 11/11/46, transcribed 2/10/47" 1

58
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Transcription Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/11/46</td>
<td>2/10/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/11/46</td>
<td>2/10/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/11/46</td>
<td>2/10/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/11/46</td>
<td>2/10/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/11/46</td>
<td>2/10/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/18/46</td>
<td>2/11/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/18/46</td>
<td>2/11/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/18/46</td>
<td>2/11/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/18/46</td>
<td>2/11/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/18/46</td>
<td>2/11/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/25/46</td>
<td>2/16/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/25/46</td>
<td>2/16/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/25/46</td>
<td>2/16/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/25/46</td>
<td>2/16/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/25/46</td>
<td>2/16/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/9/46</td>
<td>2/18/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/9/46</td>
<td>2/18/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/9/46</td>
<td>2/18/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/9/46</td>
<td>2/18/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/9/46</td>
<td>2/18/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture 2, 1/20/47</td>
<td>2/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture 2, 1/20/47</td>
<td>2/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture 2, 1/20/47</td>
<td>2/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture 2, 1/20/47</td>
<td>2/18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Jefferson School, Lecture 2, 1/20/47, transcribed 2/18"  
"Jefferson School IV, 2/4/47" 1 
"Jefferson School IV, 2/4/47, transcribed 2/24/47" 2 
"Jefferson School, 2/4/47, transcribed 2/24/47" 3 
"Jefferson School, 2/4/47, transcribed 2/24/47" 4 
"Jefferson School IV, 2/4/47" 5 
"POP Los Angeles, 8/10/47"  
"Soviet Psychiatry, Talk, Jefferson School, 5/22/48" 3 
"Soviet Psychiatry, Talk, Jefferson School, 5/22/48" 4 
"Soviet Psychiatry, Talk, Jefferson School, 5/22/48, Conclusion of talk"  
"Soviet Psychiatry, Talk, Jefferson School, 5/22/48" 5 
"Soviet Psychiatry, Talk, Jefferson School, 5/22/48" 6 
"Soviet Psychiatry, Talk, Jefferson School, 5/22/48" 7 
"Soviet Psychiatry, Talk, Jefferson School, 5/22/48, Conclusion" 8 
"1950 Gilyarovsky Psychiatria Psychotherapy (Voynow)"

"WEVD Broadcast to Soviet Psychiatry - 1952" 
"WEVD Broadcast to Soviet Psychiatry - 1952" 
"Radio talk - back problems of psychiatry - WEVD, 10/15/53"  
"1/2/55?" 
"Mrs. For-s, 10/24 Earl Robinson" 
"B. Rudd?" 
3 Blank Disks 

Box 49  
Series 8 - Cont'd. (lantern slides) 

Glass and plastic lantern slides of data, graphs, charts (Fragile)
Series 8 - Cont'd. (lantern slides)

Glass and plastic lantern slides of data, graphs, charts (Fragile)

Box 51 (OVERSIZE)
Series 8 - Cont'd. (reel to reels)

"John Foreman (WBAI) 1/2/66" 1966

Small reel to reel and note by Else Haeussermann 1968
(See also Series 1 - Correspondence - Haeussermann, Else)

"Maimonides Kindergarten - mostly blank"

The following reel to reels are housed separately in their own cases and tagged:

"Haeussermann Film Part I"

"Haeussermann Film Part II"

"Haeussermann Film Part III"

"Testing Children with Multiple Handicaps. Film made for United Cerebral Palsy Associations. Produced by Newsfilm, USA."

Box 51 and 52
OVERSIZE (various series incorporated into Box and folder listings)

Box 53 and 54
OVERSIZE - 3 dim. (incorporated into Series 5, Box and folder listings)
VII. Index to Correspondents

Correspondent's names may appear below the folder title, on the left side of the folder (specifically in the administrative and topical correspondence subseries), instead of as part of the heading.

Correspondents of Helen Zunser Wortis are not included in this index.
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Meyer, Adolf 9, 12
Mudd, Emily 9
Mudd, Stuart 9, 12
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N
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Nicolov, N.A. 9
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P
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Pauling, Linus 10
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Richardson, Hilary 10, 43
Richt, Adrian (Jacinto) 10
Robertson, (Mrs.) J. Sidney H. 12
Robinson, Earl 10, 13
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<td>12</td>
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</tr>
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<td>10</td>
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<tr>
<td>Spender, Stephen</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Abraham</td>
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<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tait, Hersey Mary (See Ballantyne (Tait), Hersey Mary)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarnay, Berta</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tizard, Barbara</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tizard, Jack</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valenstein, Elliot</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>11</td>
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<td>Wolff, Werner</td>
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<td>11</td>
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<td>11</td>
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<td>Wortis, Harry</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wortis, Samuel</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
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<td>Wortis, Selina</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
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<td>Zunser (Wortis), Helen</td>
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